CertainTeed

LANDMARK® PRO
Designer Shingles

Shown in:
- Roof - Max Def Driftwood
- Siding - Northwoods® Single 7" Straight Edge
- Rough-Split Shakes in Cypress
- Monogram® Double 4" Clapboard in Natural Clay
- Trim - Restoration Millwork® Trim in Natural White
Introducing More Value

Landmark Pro is designed specifically for the professional roofing contractor that takes pride in providing more to their customer.

Landmark Pro improves upon the CertainTeed Landmark shingle, a leading consumer publication’s “Best Buy” for the past five years.

We started by adding more weathering asphalt to the industry’s toughest fiberglass mat to provide more protection. Then we incorporated our Maximum Definition color blend technology to give the product more vibrancy on the roof. Included is the proven performance of our NailTrak feature, enabling faster installation.

Landmark Pro offers the industry’s strongest warranty. Protecting your reputation and safeguarding homeowners from manufacturing and aesthetic defects.

**Landmark Pro Standard Warranty**
• Lifetime Limited Warranty
• 10-years of SureStart protection
• 15-year 110 MPH wind warranty (Upgrade to 130 MPH available)
  (CertainTeed starter and CertainTeed hip and ridge required)
• 15-year StreakFighter® algae resistance warranty

Add it all up and what you get is the opportunity to offer a lot of additional value for the money... and today that means more than ever...

**LANDMARK PRO**

**Landmark Pro specifications:**
• 250 lbs/square
• Premium Max Def color palette
• NailTrak™ for faster installation
• Lifetime limited warranty
• 10-year SureStart protection includes:
  - Materials, labor, tear off and disposal cost
• 15-year algae resistance
• 15-year 110 mph wind warranty
  with upgrade to 130 mph available

**LANDMARK**

**Landmark specifications:**
• 229/235 lbs/square
• Traditional color palette
• NailTrak™ for faster installation
• Lifetime limited warranty
• 10-year SureStart protection includes:
  - Materials and labor costs
• 10-year algae resistance
• 15-year 110 mph wind warranty
  with Upgrade to 130 mph available
**Max Def colors**

Look deeper. With Max Def, a new dimension is added to shingles with a richer mixture of surface granules. You get a brighter, more vibrant, more dramatic appearance and depth of color. And the natural beauty of your roof shines through.

Due to limitations of printing reproduction, CertainTeed can not guarantee the identical match of the actual product color to the graphic representations throughout this publication.
For the past 10 years, NailTrak™ has enabled installers to shingle with improved speed and accuracy. With a nailing area that’s three times WIDER than typical laminate shingles, nails hit home with NailTrak. A feature on all Landmark Series shingles. Speed and accuracy result in lower labor costs.

No leaks. No de-lamination. No callbacks. The cost of doing business has gone down with NailTrak.

**WIDER. Faster. Proven.**

Reaching for the ENERGY STARS.

As a 2014 ENERGY STAR Sustained Excellence recipient for Energy Management, we are proud of our commitment to designing high quality, sustainable roofing products.

The best formula under one roof. We start with the highest-quality raw materials and add state-of-the-art technology to monitor our manufacturing process and test our finished products. The result is superior performance from beginning to end.

**ASK ABOUT ALL OF OUR OTHER CERTAINTEED® PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:**

ROOFING • SIDING • TRIM • DECKING • RAILING • FENCE
GYPSUM • CEILINGS • INSULATION
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CertainTeed Corporation
20 Moores Road
Malvern, PA 19355

Professional: 800-233-8990
Consumer: 800-782-8777
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